
Everything is energy vibrating at specific frequencies. Through
meditation and awareness we start to feel subtle energies inside
and outside the body. We can deeply feel and experience our
chakras and the flow of energy. When we do this enough, we
start to shift our vibration by noticing that at the center of this
energy is light. The spark of consciousness. We illuminate our
consciousness and expand our awareness to our quantum energy
body, or light body. The crystalline version of you. Our light body
is made up of quantum cells that are unlike our carbon based
cells. They are instead, you guessed it, made of light. Focusing on
our light body produces many effects such as DNA activation,
heightened meditation experiences, more flow and harmony in
our lives, and indeed, superpowers.

Maybe you’ve heard of “activating your light body.” To me,
this makes it sound harder than it actually is. To activate your
light body you simply have to tune into it and let it merge with
the physical body as you become more aware of the laws of
reality and how to work with it. Like flipping a switch, you’ll know
when the lights come on. It is done through meditation, reiki,
sound and other spiritual practices. This process takes place
etherically to reshape our energy field and cells into a crystalline
structure and the body of god.

When undergoing this process, it is wise to have knowledge
of your higher self and what that means to you. This is different
for everyone since each persons’ relationship is different to
oneself. That is also why if something doesn’t resonate about my
conclusions, ignore it. If it resonates, great! That just means
we’ve come to some of the same realizations on our quest for
higher understanding.

Our original DNA template has 12 strands. These are
multidimensional, magnetic and unable to be detected by medical
or scientific measures, like the chakras and nadis. They represent
12 dimensions of consciousness. We ascend (and descend!)



through our chakras. When all of our physical chakras are
aligned, activated and flowing, our kundalini can rise to our crown
and explode up to source creating a stream of light, activating
our bodies and minds. There are also transpersonal chakras which
are above the head and below the feet. Deep into the Earth, far
into the soul and high into the sky, the channel of light that
connects it all is called the hara line. In my experience, the hara
line has 4 main points called the tan tien, core star, soul seat, and
the godhead. There are many more points on the hara line such
as the soul star, Earth star and the hara center which is the most
physical point. The aura is also a very important aspect of the
light body, as the aura does countless miracles for us and can be
activated to be so much more. Now, we’ll go deeper into each of
the topics briefly addressed here to get a better understanding of
the light body.

There are about 72,000 nadis in the body. Nadis are our
‘energetic irrigation system.’ The word nadi comes from the root
‘nad,’ meaning flow, channel or vibration. There are ida nadis and
pingala nadis. Ida most commonly refers to the nadis on the left
side of the body, the feminine, while pingala are on the right.
These smaller channels of energy connect all of our physical
systems together and intertwine at epicenters called chakras.
There are 7 main chakras, each having unique flavors relating to
the optimal functioning of mind, body and soul. They flow
together in perfect harmony to make a beautiful symphony of
color and pattern and vibration!!! Kundalini facilitates the
powerful, complex energetics with ease and vigor. As it travels
from the base of the spine up the spinal column and through and
around the double helix, it activates and ignites the entire body.
It penetrates the mind and welcomes the rains made of sunshine
deep into every cell of the body. What is beyond?? We shall surely
find out…



When doing a google search for information outside of the
main 7 chakras, the results were mixed..probably due to the
individual experience of experiencing. Some say there are 15
chakras, some 22 and some say 30+. However, I resonate most
with our lowest chakra being the center of the Earth and highest
being the source of infinity. It doesn’t matter the exact number of
chakras, only the frequencies matter with everything connecting
and as one. The many chakras above the head and below the feet
are connected to the hara line. Someone referred to these
chakras as being ‘transpersonal’ which means, “dealing with
states of consciousness beyond the limits of personal identity.” It
is hard to describe exactly what these chakras are and what they
do since they’re beyond explanation into the realms of
consciousness far beyond any limitation. And the best part? It’s
allll connected.

That warm tingle down your spine.. Feeling soft sand under
your toes.. Looking out from a tall mountain.. The realization of
how small you actually are!! Followed by the realization that you
actually enjoy the exhilaration of being a mere speck in the
Universe!! We are part of something HUGE!! The Earth is a great
mother and she shows us in every way, every day! The hara line
represents all of this connectedness through everything that we
are in this incarnation. It gently massages our soul and our heart
and our very essence of being! It is the flow from the cosmic all
to each being, to infinity, beyond, and then right back where it
started to expand more and fall in love with the Universe all over
again. It is also the cord that anchors us to our body when we
astral project and dream. If not properly cared for, it tends to
bend, lean and get dull in some areas.

The tan tien is one of the main points on the hara line. This
is where the powerful, magnetic, and nurturing Earth energies
come up and mesh with the body to put the heat in your flame. It
is located around the belly button.



There is another point just adobe the solar plexus but below
the heart that is called the core star which represents our divine
nature and the essence of our individual soul relating to source.
It’s like our angelic solar plexus because it’s so refined and bright.
It’s a powerhouse of cosmic intelligence with a strong affinity to
the Earth and all her children.

The soul seat is also called the ‘inner heart’ and is also our
astral heart. We’ve become disconnected with this part of
ourselves because our shadow gets in the way. For me, this
obstacle was eliminated by simply recognizing the divine spark in
me. I don’t mean just glancing..I mean looking under a
microscope until your. eyes. hurt. because. you have a purpose
WAY bigger than you and you can’t deny it anymore because that
would hurt way worse than you eyes right now type. of. seeing.
your. divinity. What does that mean to you? The inner heart is the
gateway and the path to our higher selves and embodying our
true essence in every way possible.

The godhead is the collective conscious and unconscious
above your head. It plugs you into the pluggy in thingy and
makes your mind explode in bliss because that's all you perceive.
It brings harmony and flow in exchange of your state of mind.
This point lets us perceive anything we can, and lets us receive
sweet little kisses on the forehead that we sometimes barely
notice..

Everyone probably has a different understanding of an aura.
Typically, it is simply the energy field surrounding an animal, tree,
person, etc.. This is true. However, the aura can be activated to
be so much more!! An activated aura is also called a merkabah
and allows us interdimensional access acting as a container and
template for our yummy energy. There are 7 main layers
corresponding to different layers and dimensions of the mind,
body and soul. We can talk to it while it listens intently. It attracts
and repels. It’s like the moat around the castle, but instead of



being filled with poop water and alligators, you can choose to fill
it with mermaids and delicious honey. Let it shine!!

Because of our vibrational nature as vibrational beings, we
are multidimensional whether we know it or not. Dimensions are
simply shapes of consciousness. When the kundalini can rise past
the 3rd dimensional solar plexus soul lessons, it enters the heart,
so on and so forth. No pun intended. The 12 main dimensions
work with our 12 strand DNA through our merkabah and
activated cells. By activating our light body we activate our
DNA/multi-dimensional consciousness and vice versa. Essentially,
we are reactivating and recalibrating our consciousness for the
love of creation!! What a miraculous life and a godly bod!!
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